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TECHNICAL CONTENT STATEMENT
This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by the
United States Government, Neither the United States nor the United
States Department of Ex:ergy, nor any of their employees, nor any of
their contractors, subcontractors, or their employees, make any
warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or
responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any
Information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents
that Its use would not Infringe privately-owned rights.
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4SECTION I
SUMMARY
t
i
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t
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The analyses of one hundred and ninety -three (193) sillcon sheet
samples, approximately 880 square centimeters, for twin boundary density,
dislocation pit density, precipitate density, and grain boundary length
has been accomplished in the past contract period. One hundred and
fifteen (115 ) of these samples were manufactured by Crystal Systems,
Inc., using their Heat Exchanger Method (HEM),  thirty -eight (38) by
Mobil Tyco using Edge-defined Film -fed Growth (EFG) , twenty-three
(23) by Honeywell using the Silicon. on-Ceranlics (SOC) process, and ten
(10) by Westinghouse using the Dendritic Web process. Seven (7) solar
cells were also step-etched to determine the internal defect distribution
on these samples.
Procedures have been developed for the quantitative characterization
of structural defects such as dislocation pits, precipitates, twin & grain
boundaries using a QTM 720 Quantitative Image Analyzing System interfaced
with a PDP 11/03 mini-computer. These procedures were routinely
applied to all the samples. Characterization of the grain boundary length
per unit area for polycrystalline samples was	 done by using the
"intercept method "on an Olympus HBM Microscope.
This report describes the steps involved in the characterization of
7
rwits
structural defects In the various types of solar cell materials analyzed.
A	 summary of results as well as discussions of the data are also
presented,
tt
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SECTION II
St
INTRODUCTION
The main objective of this program was to develop imaging techniques
to subsequently allow rapid, reproducible, and accurate evaluation of
silicon sheet defect structure.	 Secondly, defect data accumulated for
many samples would allow for potential cross correlation between structures
revealed and specific sheet fabrication technique and/or efficiency.
Structural defects that were quantified included grain and twin boundaries,
precipitates, and dislocations. Quantitative characterization of these
structural defects,. which have been revealed by etching the surface of
silicon samples, can they: be performed using a Quantimet 720 Ime, je
Analyzer.
The silicon sheet samples were originally obtained by JPL from
different manufacturers. Each of these manufacturers use their own
crystal growth and fabrication techniques and, therefore, the various
types of silicon produced contain a variety of trace impurity elements
and structural defects. The most important criteria in evaluating the
various silicon types for terrestrial solar cell applications are:
(1) cost and (ii) conversion efficiency. At present, the solar cells
with highest conversion efficiency are made of high purity silicon
single crystals, which are free from structural defects such as dislocations,
t
	 9
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twin boundaries, precipitate particles, etc. But these crystals and
subsequent processing are very expensive and may not meet DOE
technology requirements.
	
On the other hand, silicon crystals
UJ	 such as Edge-defined Film-fed Growth (EFG) ribbons, Silicon-on-
Ceramic (SOC), Wacker, etc, are MT single crystals; but made of
highly ordered crystals which contain large and differing numbers of
dislocations , twin boundaries, grain boundaries , and precipitates
compared to the premium grade or Czochralski grown silicon.
The following important questions must be answered to evaluate low
and high cost silicon sheb; (1) What effect do these defects have on
conversion efficiency? (il) Of the various types of defects, which
dofect/defects severely affects conversion effects conversion efficiency?
( ili) At what concentrations does this effect become significant?
(iv) Is there a rapid, accurate, quantitative method that can be used
routinely as a Quality Assurance tool?
Quantitative analysis of surface defects was developed and is being
k'	 performed by using a Quantimet 720 Quantitative Image Analyzer, This
system can differentiate and count 64 shades of grey levels between
black and white contrasts. In addition, it can characterize structural
defects by measuring their length, perimeter, area, density, spatial
distribution, frequency distribution (in any preselected direction), and
Is programmable in these measurements. However, the Quantitative
10
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Image Analyzer lu extremely sensitive to optical contrasts of various
defects, Therefore, to obtain reproducible results, the contrasts
produced by various defects must be similar and uniform for each defect
types along the entire surface area of samples to be analyzed. To
achieve this, a chemical cleaning and polishing technique has now boon
perfected for silicon samples from Mobil Tyco, Wacker, Motorola, and
IBM. The cleaning and polishing preparation technique produces a very
clean and even surface for silicon crystals suitable for analyses by the
QTM 720 Image Analyzer. We have now obtained quantitative information
from a variety of silicon crystals,
1
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	 SECTION III
T C14NICAL DISCUSSION
A. Chemical PoD s_ ing
The detailed procedures of crystal cleaning, chemical polishing, and
chemical etching have been thoroughly discussed in previous reports 1,2
and only a summary of these procedures shall be presented in this
report.
The silicon samples received may be divided Into two groups;
those that need mechanical polishing prior to chemical polishing, and
those that can be chemically polished directly. Silicon samples cut
from ingots such as the HEM samples belong to the first group while
samples grown using ribbon technology such as the EFG and the
Dendritic Web belong to the second group.
The mechanical polishing consisted of hand lapping the samples
using a 600 grit polishing paper followed by wheel lapping on a Jarrett
Automatic Polishing machine using diamond paste abrasives of 30, 7,
and 1 micron sizes, Each of the polishing steps took approximately
ten (10) minutes. Thus, forty (40) minutes was the mechanical polishing
time for each sample.	 i
The silicon samples are then swabbed w+th trichloroethylene (TCE)
to remove any organic substances on the sample surfaces. The remaining
12
residues and water spots are removed by an acetone rinse followed by
an ethyl alcohol rinse.
	 The silicon surfaces are then dried by blowing
! freon gas over them
Am acid -resistant coating is then applied to one surface of the
silicon sample in order to prevent this surface from being attacked by
the polishing and etching solutions.
	 This allows JPL to fabricate the
unpolished surface of the silicon samples into solar cells and measure
their conversion efficiencies.	 MRl is also able to complete etching
and defect analyses on the unprotected surfaces and correlate the type
and density of structural defects obtained to the conversion efficiencies
that JPL measured.
a,
Of the various coating materials studied, Apiezon Wax showed
the greatest resistance to the polishing and etching solutions.
	
Small
amounts of Apiezon Wax are dissolved in TCE and applied by a fine
paint brush to one of the silicon sample surfaces. 	 Apteson wax is
also used in preserving the JPL orientation mark.
	 The coated surface
is then baked for 10 minutes at 125`C + 10°C.
	 This evaporates the
TCE and allows the wax to flow uniformly on the surface.
The sample is then allowed to cool for about 3 to 5 minutes
and then	 immersed in concentrated hydrofluoric acid at room
temperature for 3 minutes. This removes any silicon oxide on the
sample surface. The sample is rinsed in deionized water and washed in
{
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Iethyl alcohol. Freon gas is again used to dry the sample surface.
All the steps discussed above are necessary pfior to chemical polishing.
The polishing solution being used is a 1:2 :3 ratio by volume
mixture of concentrated nitric, hydrofluoric, and acetic acids
respectively. All acids used are of Electronic Grade, Low Sodium MOS
quality. The polishing solution is heated to 50°C + 3 °C In a teflon
beaker on a hot plate. The silicon sample is then immersed in this
solution. Polishing times differ between sample types,and a test run
is always performed on a new batch of samples received to determine
the optimum polishing time. For the work included in this report,
polishing times varied from 5 seconds for some Mobil - Tyco EFG
samples to 90 seconds for some HEM samples. Also, the polishing
solution was diluted	 to	 1:2:7 ratio for the SOC samples. No
chemical polishing was required for the Dendritic Web samples.
Polishing is, done in increments of 15 - 20 seconds for samples
that require extensive chemical polishing and the extent of polish is
determined after each step by viewing the samples under an optical
microscope. The sample is immediately immersed in deionized distilled
water,after it is removed from the polishing solution-,to stop the polishing
reaction. After five minutes, the sample is rinsed in ethyl alcohol and
dried with freon gas. The sample is now ready for chemical etching.
u
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B. Chemical Etchin
Several etching solutions have been tested In previous work- and
the one that was found suitable for revealing structural defects on
several types of silicon sheet materials Is a variation of the Sirtl
etching solution, This variation, labeled Etching Solt".14 on III by
MRI, consistoof 10 grams Of Cr03 in 60 ml, of doionized distilled
water and 
an 
equal volume of concentrated hydrofluoric acid,
The etching treatment by Etching Solution III resulted 
in 
an
optical resolution of 10 -4 cm for twin boundaries and 
an 
optical
density
	 ^' resolution of 1 0 7 dislocat'lons per cm 2 . at magnification of
8033 and above. A higher resolution, however, can be achieved by
using higher magnifications.
An average of 45 to 50 seconds of etching in Etching Solution I'll
at room temperature has been found to distinctly reveal. grain boundaries,
twin boundaries , and dislocations, Etching Solution III was used on all
the 
193 silicon sheet material analyzed with some modifications and
was found to produce 
high 
quality defect structures with a minimum
of overlapping and conftas^ variations between each type of defect,
C. QTM 720 measurement of Dislocation Pits, Twin Boundaries and
Precipitate Particles:
A quantitative Image Analyzer (QuantImet, 720,- Cambridge - Imanco,
Tn
Monsey, N . Y,) linked to a Digital Equipment Corporation PDP 11A3
computer Is being used for the quantitative analysis of dislocation
pit density, twin density, and precipitate particle density In etched
silicon samples, The flow chart for the QTM Operation and Data
Reduction used In the latest version of the computer program for defect
analysis is g[veri in Figure I. The following data are collected and
compiled by the system: number of features and areal density, mean
free path between features (measured In horizontal and vertical
directions ), and length of feature per unit area of the sample.
Before any measurements are made, the optical and electronic
systems of the QTM 720 are adjusted to provide for optimum detection
of the structural defect being analyzed, Then the PDP 11/03 computer
.is prepared for operation, Detailed discussions of these procedures
havra been given In previous reports . 2 , 3
Measurements are then made for the average defect/feature area.
This feature could be a dislocation pit, twin boundary, precipitate
particle, etc, rive or six fields In each sample are chosen and
observed at the desired magnification, which is usually 80OX. The
average feature area is obtained by dividing the total feature area as
detected by the QTM 720 by the total number of features In these
five of six fields. Fields with a minimum overlap of features are
chosen In the det-ermlnatLon of the average feature area, The average
16
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Feature area is one of the required inputs into the "Defects in Silicon"
computer program. This procedure allows for the calculation of the
;Feature density even in fields where extensive feature overlap occurs,
After the average feature area is obtained and fed into the computer,
4 the number of fields to be observed and the mode of scan are determined.
MRI always takes the maximum number of fields that the sample surface
and time limitations would allow.
Two modes of scanning are currently being used. For samples
wherein a symmetrical distribution of defects is present,as in the Mobil
L
	 Tyco samples, a single horizontal scan along the middle of the sample
perp°ndicular to the growth direction is taken.	 rrevious works 2;4
hav<a shown that this procedure yields statistically sound results.
For samples wherein the defects are distributed randomly on the sample
surface, a square raster is used. The QTM 720 is equipped with an
automatic stage control,and step sizes in the x -and y_ directions can
be pre - set.	 The step sizes are chosen so as to obtain the desired
number of :fields and cover the entire su.^ace of the sample. 	 The square
4	 raster made of scanning is used on the HEM, SOO, and HAMOO samples.
The size of the test field is chosen next. An attempt is always made to
use the largest frame area of 500 ,000 picture point but the non -flatness
of the sample surface may dictate the use of a smaller area if focusing
on the entire 500,000 picture point field becomes a problem.
c	
The quantitative characterization of the defects may now be
17
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Given In Appendix I are samples of the computer teletype printouts
generated by the procedures discussed above. Only a few are given
in this report because of the large volume of computer printouts that
were generated by all the samples, but these printouts arse available
6--12
In the Individual Technical reports
The first paragraph In the printout gives the name of the program
being used, the identification of the sample, and the type of defect
being analysed, The second paragraph lists: (1) the Identification
of the operator; .
 (2) magnification being used, (3) units being used,
(4) calibrated equivalent value of one picture point In the units being
used, (5) the frame area, (6) the factor by which the QTM output Is
divided by to avoid overflow p •oblems, and (7) the average feature
area determined manually In the units of picture points.
The third paragraph lists the titles for the different measurements,
which are explained below:
Field: Indicates the sequence number of the field In which measurements
i
were made.
No; denotes the total number of features detected In any given field.
This number is obtained by dividing the total area of detected feature
by the average feature area.
No./ Area: denotes the computed number of features per um 2
 or features
t
18
x
_7_
per mm 2 in each field depending on the units being used.
MFPV: denotes the mean free path in the vertical direction, This
quantity is the frame area divided by the vertical projection of all
detected features in the field,
MFPH: denotes the mean free path In the horh.ontal direction. This
is the horilontal analogue of MVPV.
L/A: denotes the length of detected feature per unit area, Disregard
for dislocations.
D. Grain boundary Length Measurement-,
The grain boundary lengths per unit area of polycrystalline samples
are measured using the Intercept method which has been discussed
previously, 5, 7 This method consists basically of determining the number
of times a grain boundary is Intersected by a test line, From ibis, PL,
which is the number of Intersections per unit length of the test line
Is obtained. The grain boundary length per unit area, L A , Is then
calculated using the appropriate formula In Table 1, These measurements
are all done using an Olympus HBM Microscope equipped with a video
display. Table 2 gives a calibration of the video test grid for all the
magnifications available on the microscope .
19
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SECTION IV
RESULTS
A total of one hundred and ninety-three (193) samples have been
quantitatively characterized in the past contract period. These samples
were received from five different manufacturers and are distributed as
follows;
1, Heat Exchanger Method
	 115
2. Edge-defined Film-fed Growth
	 38
3, Silicon-on-Ceramtc	 23
4 Dendrtttc Web	 10
5. Solar Cells
	 7
a) EFG - 4
b) HAMCO - 3
Total
	 193
These samples were analyl.ed for twin boundaries, grain boundaries,
dislocation pit, and precipitates. Twin boundary, dislocation pit, and
precipitate density measurements were done using the QTM 720, while
grain boundary length measurements were done using an Olympus HBM
microscope. Data from these measurements are herein presented.
^t
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A. HEM Silicon Samples:
The HEM samples were received after they have been wafered and
cut Into approximately 2 cm x 2 cm coupons, The samples have not
undergone any type of polishing and the surfaces were dull. Saw
marks were also visible on the sample surfaces. Test samples were
chemically polished to determine whether surfaces suitable for QTM
720 analysts can be produced. The results showed that mechanical
polishing prior to chemical polishing was necessary for QTM
analyses. The mechanical polishing procedures have been discussed
In the previous section. Chemical polishing times ranged from 60 to
90 seconds, and etching time was 50 seconds.
The one hundred and fifteen HEM samples were received In two
batches, The first batch 9 consisted of 24 single crystal and 19 poly-
crystalline samples cut from Wafer Numbers 4T-20, 4B-20, 3T-20 1	3B-201
103, 5 and 53.	 These samples were characterized for silicon carbide
precipitate density, twin density, and grain boundary length, A few
dislocation pits were also observed but were not quantitatively charac-
terized. The dislocation pit density for these samples would be in the
order of 10 2 pits per cm 2 . This value was arrived at by comparison
of these samples with other HEM samples in which the dislocation pit
density was measured, For the single crystals, only silicon carbide
precipitates were observed and measured. The results are given in
(f
y
.	 tr
UTable 3 This table shows that precipitate density ranges from 1.159
E-03 precipitates per pmt for sample A-17 to 1.503 E-02 precipitates
per jum 2 for sample A-25. The average precipitate density of the
single crystal samples is 5.149 E-03 precipitates per cm 2 , ( 5 x 105
precipitates per cm 2 ) with a standard deviation of 3,347  E-03.
On the other hand, the polycrystalline samples were characterized
for twin and grain boundaries, in addition to the silicon carbide preci-
pitates, and the results are shown in Table 4. For the precipitate
density, the values ranged from 1.697 E-03 precipitates per um 2 to
1.207 E-92 precipitates per jum 2 for samples B-8 and B-1, respectively.
The average precipitate density of the polycrystalline group is 4.384
E-03 precipitates per um 2 ,	 ( 4 x 19 5 precipitates per cm 2 ) with a
:standard deviation of 3.490 E-03. Comparing the average precipitate.
densities of the single crystal and polycrystalline groups, there seems
to be no significant difference between the values obtained. This
suggests thet no preferential precipitation of silicon. carbide occurs on
the polycrystalline sampler. It was also observed that samples B1,
B-2, B-3 and A-25 which had the highest precipitate densities (106
precipitates per cm 2 ) were cut from the same wafer. ( Wafer No. 53) .
This must have been Influenced by the position of this particular wafer
In the Ingot. For the twin density, sample B-10 has the highest with
0.174 lines per cm 2 while sample B-9 has the lowest with no twin
boundaries. There must have been some mistake In the inclusion of
22t
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sample B-9 in the polycrystalline group because it also showed no grain
boundaries. The average twin density of the "B" samples is 0,051,
For the grain boundary length per unit area, sample B-10 has the
highest unit 4, 838 mm per mm 2 while sample B-9 showed no grain
boundaries , The average grain boundary length per unit area is 9.312
mm per mm 2 with a standard deviation of 0.222.
The second batch 11 of HEM tramples consisted of seventy-two
specimens	 which were cut from 14 wafers of Run 41-480, A summary
of the results of the measurements is shown in Table 5, The dislocation
pit density ranges from 0.349 to 25.556 pits per mm2, with an average
of 3,752 pits per mm` which +s equivalent to 375 pits per cm 2 . The
dislocation pit density was obtained manually because the dislocation
pits and precipitate particles were of the same shade of contrast and
size that the QTM 720 would not be able to distinguish one from the
other. Therefore, the dislocation pit density was measured using an
Olympus HBM microscope with a total magnification of 114OX.,
The twin boundary density ranges from 0 to 124.943 lines per mm2
with an average of 16.437 lines per mm 2 , Finally, the grain boundary
length ranges from 0 to 4.937 mm per mm 2 , with an average of 0, 315
mm per mm2.
An average of all the data obtained for each of the wafers was
also calculated and the results are shown in Table 6. This
23
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information will be useful in plotting defect concentrations as a function
of position In the ingot, The distribution of silicon carbides and Its
concentration relative to the dislocation pits are shown in Figures 2
and 3,
B EFG Silicon Sample :
cE
	
	
The thirty-eight (38) EFG samples were
	 received in two
batches, The first batch 8 consisted of 25 samples and the second
batch 12 consisted of 13 samples, The as-received surfaces of the EFG
samples were shiny and relatively flat so that 5 seconds of chemical
polishing was enough. H 45-second etch in Etching Solution lz
revealed the structural defects on the sample surface, These samples
were characterized for dislocations, twin boundaries, and grain
boundaries.
Table 7 shows a summary of the results for the twenty-five (25)
samples 1A
 the first batch
	 which consisted of Runs 17-139, CO 2 OFF
17-139, CO 2
 ON; 17-143, CO 2
 OFF; 17-143 CO 2 ON; and 17-143.
4
The	 dislocation pit density varies from 4,632 E-03 pits per um2
4.6 x 10 5 pits per cm 2
 ) to 3, 503 E-02 pits per um 2
 (3.5 x 10 6 pits
per cm 2 ) . The twin density varies from 96.8
	 to 1192.7	 lines per
mm 2
 and the grain boundary length per unit area varies from 0.112 'to
1.326 mm per mm 2 , The run averages were also calculated and the
24
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results are shown in Table 8.
Run 17-139, CO 2 OFF has the lowest average dislocation pt
density with 1, 299 E-02 pits per um 2 (1,3 x 10 5 pits per cm 2 ) while
run 17-145 has the highest average dislocation pit density at 2,599
E-02 pits per pm t (2,6 x 106 pits per cm 2 ) . Run 17-139, CO 2 ON
has the lowest average twin density with 212.8 	 lines tear mm 2 while
run 17-139,
	
CO 2 OFF has the highest average twin density with 584,9
lines per mm 2 , With respect to the average grain boundary length,
r,	 run 17-139,	 CO 2 OFF has the lowest with 0,271 mm per mm 2 while
run 17-139,
	 CO2 ON has the highest at 0.568 mm par mm2,
From the averages calculated in Table 8, the use of a CO2
atmosphere does not seem to have any effect on the density of structural
defects, For run 17-139, the dislocation pit density is higher with
CO 2 ON than with CO 2 OFF while the twin density Is higher with LO2
OFF than with CO2 ON, The grain boundary length per unit area .s
also higher In run 17-139 with CO 2 ON than with CO 2
 OFF For run
17-143, however, the results are reversed, The dislocation pit density
is higher with CO 2 OFF while the twin density is higher with CO2 ON.
There is no significant difference In the grain boundary length with or
without CO 2 , The various thermal-and ineabanical processes during
25
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the solidification process determine the type and concentration of
structural defects.
The second batch 1 Z of EFG samples consisted of 13 wafers and
a summary of the characterization results is given In Table 9. The
dislocation pit density ranges from 8,7 	 E-03 to 3,6	 E-02 pits per
)am t with an average of 2.5
	
E-02 pits per jum 2 ( 2.6  x 10 6 pits per
cm 2 ), The twin density ranges from 79.9 	 to 1441.1	 lines per mm2
with an average of 740, 8	 lines per mm 2 . rinally, the grain boundary	 ri
lo ligth ranges from 4.049 to 0.905 mm per mm 2 , with an average of
4, 273 mm per mm 2 , The second batch of EFG samples had higher
dislocation pit densities and twin densities than the first batcu.
Photomicrographs are shown in Figures 4, 5, 6, and 7, These
photomicrographs show the inhomogeneous distribution of defects on
the EFG sample surface wherein defects tend to concentrate in certain
areas, leaving large defect-free areas, They also show that many
of the twin boundaries present are free from dislocation pile-up.
According to Schwuttke 13, this type of twins are not electrically
active and do not affect the conversion efficiency,
Large area ( 50 cm2 ) cells have been fabricated from Run 17-143
as reported in reference 17.
	
A total of nine cells were processed
and tested.	 The average conversion efficiency was found to be 9.6%
for a ribbon with 0.2% to 0.33% 00 2 applied to the growth catridge.
Reference 17 also lists conversion efficiency to be 5.4% for cells
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rfabricated from Run 17 - 139 without CO 2 in growth ambient. Nigher
efficiency of 7.3% was obtained for Run 17 -• 139 with 0.23%A CO 2 in
growth ambient.
i
C. SOC Silicon Samples:
The twenty-three (23) Siiicon-on-Ceramics 7 samples consisted of 19
flat samples and 4 side mounted specimens. The sample surface topography was
very uneven due to irregular dendritic growth extending deep from the surface.
The photomicrographs in Figures 8 and 9 show ridges and valleys which
correspond to the dendritic i rowth. Enormous amount; of grain boundaries
are present In these samples as shown in Figures 10 and 11, Figures
12 and 13 also show Interactions between structural defects in the form
of dislocations piling-up against twin and grain . boundaries. These
samples were characterized for dislocation pit density, twin density, and
rt
grain boundary length, and the results are summarized In Tables 10, 11
and 12, res pe otively ,
This batch of SOC samples has a dislocation pit density that
ranges from 5.9	 E-03 to 7. 0,	E-02 pits per um 2 , wtrh an average
.t
t Of 1.8	 E-02 pits per Nm2 (1.9 x 10 6 pits per cm 2 ) . It has an
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Caverage twin density of 778.3 	 lines per mm 2 , with a range 533.2
to 1072.0	 lines per mm 2 . The average grain boundary length
unit area is 11.84 mm per mm 2 , with values ranging from 4.96 to
19.15 mm per mm2.
D. Dendritic Web Silicon Samples;
.
	
	 Ten (10) Dendrtttc Web 6 samples were also received for charac-
terization . The as -received sample surfaces were observed to be
well polished and the samples were chemically etched without any
chemical polishing. Optical examination of the prepared surfaces
revealed that the only structural defects present in the plane of polish
were dislocation pits . Therefore, these samples were analy7,ed for
dislocation pits only.
The results of the dislocation pit density measurements are given
In Table 13. The dendritic web samples have an average dislocation
pit density of 2.8
	
E-04 pits per Nm 2
 ( 2.9 x 104 pits per cm 2 ), with
a range of 1.8
	 E-04 to 5.7
	
E-04 pits per pmt .
E. Step- Etching of Seven Samples;
MRI has also done step-etching 10 on seven solar cells, 3 from
HAMCO and 4 EF'G solar cell materials, and the results are shown in
Tables 14-18. It is felt
	
that the results are inconclusive at this stage
and that several sources of errors may be present in the procedure used.
28C
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MRI Is proposing to JPL that more step-etching tests be done using an
Improved procedure to Insure reltabiltty of results.
(I
ib
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SECTION V
r
U
:r
x.
CONCLUSIONS
Given in Table 19 is the summary of all the characterization work
done by MRI for JPL in the past contract, period. The table shows the
type of solar cell material, the number of samples analyzed, and the
average defect densities obtained. Unfortunately, only five , ( 5) of these
193 samples have actually been fabricated Into solar cells and tested
for their conversion efficiencies.
The results show that the dendritic web samples have a very low
dislocation pit density of 2.87 E-04 pits per um 2 which corresponds
to 2.87 x 104 pits per cm 2 . ASEC has measured conversion efficiencies
on five of these cells and obtained an average conversion efficiency
of 10.68%.
The single crystal HEM samples also have a low defect concent-
ration. The samples have an average precipitate density of 5.1 	 E-03
precipitates per jum 2 (5.1	 x 10 5 precipitates per cm 2 ) . These single
crystals may give relatively high conversion efficient Les because of their
relatively low line defect concentration, however, the effect of the SIC precipitates
is not known. The polycrystalline samples have added structural
defects such as twin and grain boundaries as shown in Table 19, and
their conversion efficiencies are expected tc be lower. Dislocation
31
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pit densities of	 the order of 10 2 pits per cm 2 have also been observed
its
on the HEM samples,
The Mobil Tyco EFG samples have a relatively higher defeat
density compared to the HEM or Web samples. 	 The thirty-eight (38)
samples have an overall average dislocation pit density of 1.939 E-02
^tt pits per Um 2 (2 x 10 6 pits per cm 2 ) .	 The average twin density is 461
k	
^
lines per mm 2 and the average grain boundary length is 0.426 mm per
f
> mm2.	 In Table 21,	 thirty-eight samples are divided into three classi-
fications,	 on whether a CO 2 atmosphere was used.
	
This information
was not available on eighteen (18) samples. 	 It is expected that slightly
lower conversion efficiencies would be obtained from this type of solar
cell material compared to either the Dendritic Web or the single crystal
HEM samples
.,
	
based only on the density of structural defects.
The use of a CO 2 atmosphere does not seem to have any significant
effect on the .surface defect densities 	 as shown in Table 21.
	
However,
reports 14-17	 show increased conversion efficiencies in runs with
CO2 ON. This enhancement may , then be due to another mecha-
nism that is independent of structural defect concentration.
The Silicon-on-Ceramics samples had the highest defect densities among
all the samples.The samples have an average dislocation pit density of
1 . 86 E-02 pits per um2 (2 x 10 6 pits per cm 2), an average twin density
of 778.3
	
lines per mm 2 which is much higher than the twin density
for the EFG samples, and a grain boundary length of 11.8
	 mm per mm2.
The grain boundary length of the SCC samples is approximately 28 times
larger than the grain boundary length of the EFG samples. The high
concentration of structural defects and the interactions between these
defects would result in lower
	
conversion efficiencies.
It is suggested that all the above samples be processed Into solar cells
and tested for their conversion efficiencies. Then, an empirical relation-
ship may be developed between the type and density of the defects and
the conversion efficiency.
r^
r.
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Figure 2 • Silicon Carbide Precipitate Particles,	 HEM Sample (250X )
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Figure 3. Dislocation Pits 	 HEM Sample (500X )
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Figure 4 . Region of High Twin Density, 	 EFG Sample ( 200X )
Figure S. Region of High Dislocation Pit Density but no Twins,
EFG Sample (2C)OX )
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Figure 6. Twins Free from Dislocation Pile-up, EFG Sample (200X)
Figure 7. Twins with Dislocation Pile-up, EFG Sample ( 200X )
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Figure 8. Dendritic Growth In SOC sample showing sharp changes
in surface topography.	 ( 50X )
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Figure 9. Higher magnification view of a region inside dendrites.
( 500X)
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Figure 10. Twins and Grain Boundaries,	 SOC Sample (75X)
Figure 11. Grain Boundaries and Heavy Twinning, SOC Sampe (100X )
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Figures 12 and 13. Dislocation Pile-up on Twin and Grain Boundaries,
SOC Sample ( 500X )
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TABLE 1
EQUATIONS FOR SYSTEMS OP LINES IN A PLANE 5
r
S
9 T
a'
Type of Isometric Lines, Oriented Lines Total Specific
System ( LA)is _ ( LA ) or Line Length,
LA
Isometric 1,571
	 PL — 1.571 PL
Oriented — ( PL )- ( PL )-L
Partially
Oriented 1.571 ( PL ( PL )
-L - ( PL ) (PL) ^+ 0.571 (PL )^^
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rTABLE 2
CALIBRATION OF VIDEO DISPLAY ON THE OLYMPUS HBM MICROSCOPE
Grid Size is 11 x 11 cros .
t	 ^`
is Microscope Total Length of Area of
Objective Magnification Test Line Grid
1 o 29 OX .380 mm ,1444 mm2
20X 580X . 190 mm .0361 mm2
4 O 1100X .100 mm .0100 mm2
f
r
:Fti
f	 ^-
i
^y
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fTABLE 3
ANALYSTS OF HEM SINGLE CRYSTAL -("A") SAMPLES, WAFER NUMBERS;
4T-20, 4B-20, 3T-20, 3B--20, 103, 5 and 53
#X
Sample Precipitate Density
Number precipitates per jum2
Al 1.883 E-03
A2 6.095 E-03
A3 5.475 E-03
AS 4.367 E-03
A6 8.840 E-03
A7 9.910 E-03
A8 4.291 E-03
A9 8.336 E-03
A10 1.592 E-03
All 7.585 E-03
Alt 6.963 E-03
Al 6.673 E-03
A14 7.133 E-03
Al 1.159 E-03
A16 7.367 E-03
A17 1.159 E-03
Al 2.896 E-03
A19 2.387 E-03
A20 1.918 E-03
A21 3.802 E-03
A22 3.647 E-03
A23 2.589 E-03
A24 1.466 E-03
A25 1.503 E-02
Batch Average 5.149 E-03
SD 3.347 E-03
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V
Sample Precipitate Density, Twin Density, Grain Boundary
Number precipitates per Nm 2 lines per mm 2 Length, mm per mm2
B1 1.207 E-02 0.040 0.140
B2 1.088 E-02 0.011 0.314
B3 1.086 E-02 0.009 0.035
B4 8.741 E-03 0.011 0.070
B5 5.433 E-03 0.045 0.524
B6 3.717 E-03 0.045 0.524
B7 2.867 E-03 0.107 0.489
B8 1.697 E-03 0.027 0.175
B9 1.827 E-03 0 0
B10 2.170 E-03 0.174 0.838
Bll 2.510 E-03 0.011 0.593
B12 2.024 E-03 0.113 0.454
B13 3.326 E-03 0.040 0.244
B14 1.9 B? E-03 0.071 0.244
B16 2.205 E-03 0.153 0.244
B17 3.275 E-03 0.017 0.035
B18 2.008 E-03 0.018 0.454
B19 2.575 E-03 0.061 0.279
B20 2.441 E-03 0.085 0.279
Batch
Average 4,384 E-03 0.055 0.312
SD 3.490 E-03 0.051 0.222
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TABLE 4
ANALYSIS OF HEM POLYCRYSTALLINE ("B") SAMPLES, WAFER NUMBERS;
4T-20, 4B-20, 3T-20, 3B-20, 103, 5 and 53
^t^T
f
.._;
TABLE 5
SUMMARY OF RESULTS FOR SEVENTY- TWO HEM SAMPLES
Sample Dislocation Precipitate Twin Density, Grain Boundary
Number Pit Density, Density, lines per mm 2 Length,
pits per mm 2 precipitate mm par mm2
per P m2
1A2-1 1.667 1.990 E-03 0 0.022
1A2-2 1.951 1.954 E-03 0 0
1A2-3 3.333 3.102 E-03 3.059 0
2A2-5 1.442 2.058 E-03 1.413 0.201
2A2-6 1.456 2.480 E-03 39.716 0,254
iB4-1 2.691 5.194 E-03 15.425 0.117
1B4-2 1.844 2.615 E-03 0 0
1B4-L 0.997 2.417 E-03 0 0.052
2B4-1 0.699 3:.700 E-03 2.454 0.419
2B4-2 3.320 5.173 E-03 4.153 0.838
2B4-3 5.590 3.157 E-03 16.848 0.445
3B4-1 1.404 1.670 E-03 0 0.055
3B4-2 1.185 2.919 E-04 0 0
010-1 1.361 1.329 E-03 8.105 0.150
4B10-2 1.014 1.162 E-02 9.315 0.273
010-3 0.787 6.078 E-03 22.735 0.144
7B8-1 4.000 3.231 E-03 16.286 0.489
7B8-. 2 6.444 2.113 E-03 27.378 0.524
7B8-3 2.667 1.417 E-03 23.449 0.419
7B8-5 2.000 9.775 E-04 38.777 0.349
7B8-6 4.222 1.892 E-03 68.868 0.489
7B8-7 10.222 1.914 E-03 0 0.070
7B8-9 4.889 1.657 E-03 13.752 0.454
7B8-10 2.167 4.135 E-03 1.539 0.131
7B8-11 5.882 9.044 E-04 7.989 0.334
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ITABLE 5 CONTINUED
it
SUMMARY OF RESULTS FOR SEVENTY-TWO HEM SAMPLES
Sample Dislocation Precipitate Twin Density, Grain Boundary
Number Pit Density, Density, lines per mm 2 Length,
pits per mm 2 precipitates mm per mm2
pe r }Am2
7B8-13 2.220 1.268 E-03 16.357 0.175
7B8-14 2.764 1.676 E-03 5.471 0.230
7B8-15 1.667 1.103 E-03 4.024 0.183
1C4-1 0,699 1.068 E-03 7.497 0.100
1C4-2 1.570 3.132 E-03 24.226 0.648
` 1C4-3 2.100 2.596 E-03 17.969 0.449
2C4-1 6.110 2.831
	
E-03 2.430 0.937
2C4-2 9.260 4.958 E-03 4.575 0,541
2C4a3 0.349 1.683 E-03 %.266 0.604
308-1 4.651 1.486 E-03 1.887 0.268
308-2 4.167 3.111	 E-03 23.491 0.491
3C8-3 2.667 1.094 E-03 19.943 0.524
3C8-5 2.862 1.612 E-03 4.315 0.476
3C8-6 2.299 3.020 E-03 20.610 0.645
4C4-1 0,524 1.398 E-03 12.778 0.209
4 4C4-2 1.050 2.099 E-03 6.783 0.105
4C4-3 0.349 6.616 E-04 7.957 0.279
7M2-2 8.673 6.368 E-03 1.017 0.267
7M2-3 3.876 9.221	 E-03 1.987 0.950
7M2-4 3.182 1.504 E-03 24.352 0.571
Q 7M2-6 3.684 4.726 E-03 0 0.110
7M2-7 3.158 3.096 E-03 3.463 0.165
7M2-8 2.444 1.282 E-02 10.866 0.559
7M2-10 2.889 7.483 E-03 3.547 0.349
7M2-11 2.889 5.546 E-03 0 0.035
A',
5fA
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7TABLE 5 CONTINUED
^r
SUMMARY OF RESULTS FOR SEVENTY -TWO HEM SAMPLES
4
P
Sample Dislocation Precipitate Twin Density, Grain Boundary
Number Pit Density, Density, lines per mm 2 Length,
pits per mm 2 precipitates mm per mm2
per )jm2
7M2-12 8.889 3.373 E-03 6.117 0.454
7M2-14 25.556 8.467 E-03 19.441 0.803
7M2-15 4.444 6.644 E-03 12.595 0.384
7M2-16 3.556 3.281
	
E-03 0 0.244
7M2-19 11.000 3.407 E-03 17.745 0.244
7T7-1 4.127 3.299 E-03 7.976 0.150
7T7-2 6.667 2.434 E-03 .11.208 0.224
7T7-3 3.167 4.571	 E-03 31.734 0.340
7T7--4 2.857 8.647 E-03 24,571 0.324
7T7-5 3.167 4.389 E-03 50.215 0.419
7T7-6 1.789 4.608 E-03 124.943 0.230
7T7-7 1.754 3.854 E-03 23.412 0.138
7T7-8 5.200 7.654 E-03 25.003 0.128
7T7-9 3.758 3.507 E-03 49.668 0.282
7T7-10 3.454 4.818 E-03 28.845 0.217
7T7-11 4.615 1.804 E-03 46.132 0.242
7T7-12 3.810 2.307 E-03 88.872 0.474
9A7-1 2.763 7.390 E-03 1.884 0.145
9A7-2 0.524 1.805 E-03 1.355 0.105
9A7-3 15.700 3.060 E-03 39.560 0.663
9A7-4 4.540 1.879	 E-03 6.869 0.419
9A7-5 1.750 6.101	 E-03 10.195 0.079
Average 3.752 3.482 E-03 16.437 0.315
tTABLE 6
WAFER AVERAGES FOR SEVENTY-TWO HEM SAMPLES
Wafer Dislocation Precipitate Twin Density, Grain Boundary
Number Pit Density, Density, lines per mm 2 Length,
pits per mm 
2
precipitates mm per mm 
2
per µm2
1A2 2,317 2.349 E-03 1.170 0.007
2A2 1.449 2.269 E-03 20.565 0.228
1B4 1.844 3.409 E-03 5.142 0.056
2B4 3.203 4.010 E-03 7.818 0.567
3B4 1.295 9.810 E-03 0 0.028
4B10 1.054 2.856 E-03 13.385 0.189
7B8 3.929 1.861 E-03 18.658 0.321
1C4 1.456 5.469 E-03 16.564. 0.399
2C4 5.240 1.670 E-03 5.090 0,694
3C8 3.329 2.065 E-03 14.049 0;466
4C4 0.641 1.386 E-03 9.053 0.193
7M2 6.480 5.841 E-03 7.779 0.392
7T7 3.697 4.324 E-03 42.714 0.264
9A7 5.037 4.047 E-03 11.973 0.282
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TABLE 7
r
ANALYSIS OF MOBIL - TYCO EFG SAMPLES
Sample Dislocation Pit Twin Density, Grain Boundary
Number Density, per,um 2 per mm 2 Length, mm/mm 2
EFG 17-139-A 1 .54 5 E-02 453.553 0.568
'(CO 2 OFF)	 B 1.264 E-02 403.'335 0.171
C 7.337E-03 1192.780 0.114
D 2.490E-02 179.962 0.229
E 4.632 E-03 695.013 -
EFG 17-139-F 2.070E-02 144.057 0.514
(CO2 ON)	 G 3.292E-02 204.798 0.600
H °.712E-03 322.519 0,379
I 7.616 E- 03 96.891 0.400
' 1 1.597E- 02 295,899 0.947
EFG 17-143-A 3.022E-02 499.521 0.189
(CO 2 OFF)	 B 1.415E-02 611 .570 1.326
C 2.219E-02 289.859 0.253
D 1.346E-02 228.574 0.286
E 1.530E-02 368.724 0.540
EFG 17-143-F 8.796E-03 473.206 0.180
(CO 2 ON)	 G 8.673E-03 763.66E 0.267
H 1.773E-02 349.726 0.293
I 1.887E-02 331.244 0.706
j 2.379E-02 354.361 1.123
EFG 17-146-A 2.824 E-02 229.454 0.960
B 3.130E-02 460.619 0.253
C 3.503E-02 165.054 0.424
D 1.253E-02 381.455 0.112
E 2.283E-02 218.708 0.884
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f
f
BATCH AVERAGES OF MOBIL - TYCO SAMPLE MEASUREMENTS
I,
Z'
u --
T
Batch Dislocation Pit Twin Density, Grain Boundary
Number Density, per um 2 per mm 2 Length, mm/mm2
EFG 17-139
(CO 2 OFF)
a) Average 1.299 E-02 584.929 0.271
b) SD 7.903 E-03 385.952 0.284
EFG 17-139
(CO 2 ON)
a) Average 1.738 E-02 212.833 0.568
b) SD 1.011 E-02 96 .395 0.230
EFG 17-143
( 002 OFF)
a) Average 1.906 E-02 399.650 01519
b) SD 7.141 E-03 155.854 0.471
EFG 17-143
(CO 2 ON)
a) Average 1.557 E-02 454.441 0.514
b) SD 6.644 E-03 181 .749 0.392
EFG 17-146
a) Average 2.599 E-02 291.058 0.527
b) SD 8.748 E-03 124.327 0.378
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It
SUMMARY OF DISLOCATION PIT DENSITY, TWIN DENSITY, AND GRAIN
BOUNDARY LENGTH MEASUREMENTS FOR THE MOBIL TYCO EFG S AMPLES,
(Runs 17-090 and 217-4D)
Sample Dislocation Pit Twin ,Density Grain Boundary
Number Density, per yam 2 per mm 2 Length, mm/mm2
JPL 5-1459-A1 1.834 E- 02 741.888 0.182
JPL 5-1459-B1 3.412 E- 02 306,540 0.136
JPL 5-3459-C1 1.951 E- 02 1142.460 0.143
JPL 5-1459-D1 8.777 E- 03 750.317 0,190
JPL 5-1459-E1 1.026 E- 02 747.730 0.150
JPL 5-1459-F'l 2.226 E- 02 638.795 0.182jPL 5-1459-G! 2 ; 692 E- 02 46442219- 0.087
JPL 5-1459-H1 1.275 E-02 1441.190 0.045
JPL 5-:.459-I 1 7.798 E- 02 1044, 880 0.143
JPL 5-1459-J1 2.617 E- 02 850.496 0.571
JPL 5-1508-F 2.005 E-02 864.541 0.905
JPL 5-1508-G 1.609 E- 02 558.001 0.409
JPL 5-1508 -1 3.865 E- 02 79.940 0.400
Batch Average	 2.553 E-02	 740,.845
	
0.273
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TTABLE 10
ANALYSIS OF 14ONEYWELL SAMPLES, SOO RUN 195 - DISLOCATION
DENSITY
Sample Number Of Average Dislocation
Number Fields Taken Density, pits per Nm2
B2 0b .....
B3 10 1.5013 E-02
B4 25 2.1918 E-02
D2 3a 8.7300 E-03
D3 5a 1.3280 E-02
D4 25 1.2532 E-02
H1L 5a 7.0180 E-02
H1R 5 7.1800 E-03
H2L 25 9.4530 E-03
u H2R 25 1.7050 E-02
H 5 25 5.9459 E-03
H5R 36 9.2352 E-03
T1L 10 1.2229 E-02
T1R 10 2.4692 E-02
T2L 26 7.6482 E-03
T2R 36 7.6761 E-03
TSL 25 7.8268 E-03
T5R 25 1.0575 E-02
M 16 6.9893 E-03
B5E 4a 3.8191 E-02
B1E 3a 2.4200 E-^02
DSE 4a 3.4410 E-02
ME 4a 5.2938 E-02
^g
w 4
Average 1.864 E-02
4
w
a - Measured Manually
b - No Silicon on surface i;
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tTABS
r
ANALYSIS OF HONEYWELL SAMPLES, SOO RUN 195 TWIN DENSITY
Sample 'Number Of Average Twin Standard Relative Error at
Number Fields 1.0aken Density Deviation 90% Confidence
(per mm 2 ) ( %
B2 Oa
B3 18 909.5106 202,3057 9,12
B4 31 624,6091 319,2008 15.10
D2 Sb 897,3880 166.5779 17.70
D3 12b 978.7627 236,6235 12,53
D4 32 822.3684 317.5137 11,.23
H1L 10b 808.8643 427,8349 30,66
H1R IOb 1072.0222 267,3229 14,45
H2L 32 568.7327 430.6487 22.02
H25 32 801.0285 373.5975 13.56
H5L 32 533.2410 192.1538 10.48
H5R 32 624.1343 244.1130 10,86
T1L 32b 625.0000 304.8766 14,19
TI 32b 1034.4529 269.6022 7.58
T2L 32 892.4861 432,0150 14.08
T2R 32 654.4321 306.0798 13.60
T5L 32 719.3560 315,9518 12.77
T5R 32 909.7992 430.8287 13.77
M 32 534,1066 336.8394 18,32
Average 778.3500
a - All the Silicon has been etched out
.,
b -- Plenty of uncovered areas
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L-7^_
ra
TABLE
ANALYSIS OF HONEYWELL SAMPLES V-00578 -GRAIN BOUNDARY LENGTH
t
f
`p
r
ii
i
i
Sample Number Of Average Grain Standard Relative Error at
Number Fields Taken Boundary Length Deviation 90% Confidence
(mm/nm 2 ) ( % )
B2 oa - -
B3 18b 16.7611 5.8463 14.31
B4 31 9.0151 4.9943 16.37
D2 5b 15.8789 3.8895 23.35
D3 12b 15.0850 2.7503 9.45
D4 32 13.5962 7.4908 16.02
H1L lob 10.4801 3.6823 20.37
H1R lob 13.9735 2.6781 11.11
H2L 32 6.5501 3.6010 16.39
H2R 3.2 6.4508 3.8250 17.24
H5L 32 7.9395 2.9084 10.65
H5R 32 9.4281 4.4537 13.74
T1L 32b 19.1540 6.2214 9.45
T1R 32b 17.2684 4.7680 8.03
T2L 32 13.3979 4.6152 10.02
T2R 32 10.7183 4.4731 12.14
T5L 32 9.3289 5,0335 15.69
T5R 32 13.1994 5.,5366 12.20
M 32 4.9622 3.9466 23.13
Average 11.8440
a - All the Silicon has been etched out
b - Plenty of uncovered areas
{
rTABLE 13
ANALYSIS OF WESTINGHOUSE SAMPLES
JPL Sample No. of Dislocations No. of Dislocations
^ 	 Number pits per field pits per um2
J250-4.7-A 17.808 2.737x 10-4
J250-4.7-B 14.946 2.298 x 10-4
J250-4.7-C 12.146 1.867 x 10-
d	 1250-4.7-D 16.614 2.554 x 10-4
J250-4.7-r 15.526 2.387x 10-4
1250-4.7-F 15.800 2.429 x I 0-4
J250-4.7-K 1 15.828 2.433 x10-4
J250-4.7-K 2 16.615 2.554 x 10-4
J250-4.7-L 1 37.424 5.753 x10-4
J250-4.7-L 2 27.082 3.702 x10-4
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TT t xDX1 t EFGE , DAT
	
OF POOR QUALITY
DEFECTS IN SILICON(VERSION 3-8/1/79)
EFG-E	 17-139	 DISLOCATION FITS
OPERATOR IS JMSJMS MAGNIFICATIONwX800
UNITS x MICRONS CALIBRATION FACTOR (UNITS/PP)w ,3407
FRAME AREA w 160000 OTM OUTPUT WAS DIVIDED BY 1 AND CORRECTED
AVERAGE FEATURE AREA (PP)w 33,37
FLO NO, NO,/AREA MFPV MFPH L/A
1 180,614 8,10963E-03 52,7195 42,6875 ,0349281
2 135,181 7,27868E-03 47,3194 49,5113 40335981
3 64,3093 *5#46266E-03 100,022 93,5026 ,0164734
4 0	 0 0 0 0
5 0	 0 0 0 0
6 154,6	 8,32425E -03 45,4267 41,2033 ,037689
7 120,018 6,46223E-03 58 ► 1772 58,0532 ,0291312
8 26,401
	
1,42153E-03 365,852 375,945 4,46691E-03
9 92,4183 4,97616E-03 83,6074 82,845 ,0195828
10 138,867 7,47714E-03 49,3321 47,8595 ,0339467
11 12,8259 6,90595E-04 432,635 412,97 3,83402E-03
12 44,9805 2,42192E-03 169,292 158,006 ,0100895
13 116,152 6,2,408E-03 46,9526 46,1966 ,0347446
14 6,29308 3,38843E-04 851,75 825,939 1,94453E-03
15 1,16871 6,29280E-05 4542,67 2595,81 8,07162E-04
16 219,718 #0118305 29,8369 28,3917 ,0567673
17 128,019 6,89304E-03 71,8208 22,2135 ,va""69105
18 46,9883 2,53003E-03 272,56 112,628 ,0122175
19 120,977 6,51386E-03 72,2971 57,9299 ,0262603
20 28,5886. 1,53932E-03 326,419 293,075 5,08145E-03
21 ,988912 5,32468E-05 3206,59 37,5169 5,26490E-03
22 3,86575 2,08147E-04 2477,82 3634,13 5,31993E-04
23 23,674 1,27470E-03 1267,72 8254939 1,62350E-03
24 131,975 7,10603E-03 44,8289 46,9526 ,0363223
25 101,438 5,46183E-03 59,1236 58,8682 ,0288652
26 6,62272 3,56592E-04 370,83 336,494 1,96287E-03
27 2231254 ,01202.09 28,9649 25,3662 ,0645188
28 46,6886 2,51389E-03 138,355 8347358 ,0129421
29 77,8843 4,19359E-03 13,61 80,7585 90171614
30 356,278 ,0191834 28,5852 21,4953 10670953
********AVERAGE********
NO, NO,/AREA MFPV MFPH L/A
86,0264 4,63199E-03 85,3662 66,2411 ,0210257
SD 81,9149 4,41061E-03 40189511
SE 1409555 8,05264E-04 3,45999E-03
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tor Poon 
QUALIry
TT t =UX1 t EFGET, D1AT
DEFECTS IN SILICON VERSION 3-8/1/79)
t
	 EFG-E
	 17-139	 TWINS
OPERATOR IS JMS MAGNIFICATIONwX800
UNITSm MM CALIBRATION FACTOR (UNITS/PP) w
 3,40700E-04
FRAME AREAw 160000 OTM OUTPUT WAS DIVIDER BY 1 AND CORRECTED?
AVERAGE FEATURE AREA (PP) = 2804
N0,
27,4686
15,428
16,235
14,689
25,785
1,82703
,879101
3,65549
42,5685
5+4005
5,76427
22,939
21,4654
9,73395
14,5649
5,98787
5,84237
4,35164
6,91084
147019
4,9975
26,1002
11,7668
20,7418
6,07275
7,73395
11,408
8,99108
4,07347
32,4864
NO.
12,908
SD 10,1934
SE 1,86105
NO,/AREA MFPV
147942 ,0223044
83047 ,085442
874,155 ,0765618
790,913 ,144979
1388,36 ► 0626575
98,3744 ,345013
47 * 3342 263343
196,826 ,265912
2292,05 ,0442467
290,783 4109462
310,37 ,231966
1235,12 40287208
1155,78 ,0521147
5244113 ,0707948
784,23 +4256165
32.41 ,196086
314,575 1091000
234,309 .0916168
372,106 .0570806
73,776 1,11249
269,085 ,il4281
1405,34 ,0607038
633.567 ,176414
1116,82 40761341
326,98 ,20727
416,45 +0548963
614,25 ,0315646
484,11 ,4 +0779857
219,331 .0574415
1749,19 ,0209581
********AVERAGE********
NO./AREA MFPV
695,013 .0640689
548.851
100,206
L/A
148,802
79,0652
96,6393
41,5597
61,8763
15,7672
9,11726
31,25
116,451
33,6898
31,195
126,183
76,2676
107,82
126,202
58,991
49,9664
39.1657
74,4882
7,76893
43,6601
79,7347
39,3767
71,22
27,8012
79,8173
69,2416
44,2013
37,8082
144,941
L/A
65,6443
38,5276
7,03415
rAt
4
MFPH
8,03064E-03
,0135636
,011198
#0266136
,0211205
,0679701
,142329
,0337954
8,95107E-03
,032351;5
,0339005
8# 82357E- 03
+4130818
9,76393E-03
,0103047
.027629
,022025
+0254135
,0149553
,13628
,0247557
#0128173
,027338
,0151886
,0388262
,0143793
,0182071
.0255445
,0271339
8,47644E-03
MFPH
,0171913
FLO
12
3
5
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
1.6
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
'^ 6
27
28
29
30
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t ,q Po r QUALITY
TTtoDX11JPLHSR,DAT
DEFECTS IN SILICON(VERSION 3-8/1/79)
JPLIISR (DISL# PIT DENSITY)	 Silicon-on-Ceramics
kT
OPERATOR IS JMS	 MAONIFICATIONwX800
UNITS n MM	 CALIBRATION FACTOR (UNITS/PP)m 3#40700E-04
FRAME AREA= 160000	 OTM OUTPUT WAS DIVIDER BY 1 AND CORRECTED
AVERAGE FEATURE AREA (PP) w 13#01
FLD NO, NU#/AREA MFPV MFPH L/A
1 450,961 2 . 281#4 ,0484551 ► 0484645 33,167
2 10 ► 761 5794411 3#20659 #50011 1#26578
3 249 ► 116 13413,4 ,077322 #0772125 20#8028
4 244,197 13148#5 #0702474 #0690025 22 ► 1878
5 222 ► 137 11960#7 #0998388 ,0834793 23,5086
6 93,6203 5040,87 4153555 ► 149348 9#97946
7 132#821 7151,58 #141223 #108159 124524
8 96,618 5202#28 ,16321 #1758 9#46581
9 249#5
	
13434 #1 #0704289 #0708869 23,0316
10 242#198 13040#9 0631657 #0618751 26#1777
11 154#573 8322#82 00853083 ► 0581772 20,1148
12 104#919 5649#26 #155305 00976917 17#464
13 135#895 7317+13 #144979 ► 0779857 15#0059
14 364,105 19604#8 40548963 40508507 30.8464
15 68 ► 7164 3699,95 #251207 #209662 7,20942
16 274#251 14766#7 +0593166 #06,,.7594 29#7549
17 79#1697 4262#81 ,186048 #193993 8,88795
18 104,151 5607#87 #137;.31 #178144 iv#740o
19 132452 7110,2 ,132956 #121408 13#4558
20 235,665 12689#1 #0845147 #0639062 20,5643
21 $00#538 26950#9 #0326224 #0279692 53#5662
22 24#5196 1320,23 #524154 #561979 2,81589
23 83 ► 4743 4494,57 ,208858 ,196794 7#96155
24 103,228 5558#21 #194686 4148534 8#99802
25 66,6411 3588,21 #356288 ► 334429 4,51277
26 31,2836 1684,43 #767775 #567833 2#36645
********AVERAGE ********
NO. NO#/AREA MFPV MFPH L/A
171#35 9226,16 #103749 ,0904763 16,7655
SIi 123#714 6661#23 11#5872
SE 24,2623 1306,37 2,27245
27 6#37971 343#508 1#06886 1,11249 1,80694
28 219#985 11844,8 #129175 ,101512 14#2996
29 151,806 x3173#83 #133608 ,162238 10,007
30 362,798 19$34#4 #0600352 40456549 31#782
31 464,412 25005#7 #0465914 ,0420293 37.3221
32 101,845 5483,71 1190601 #0959718 12#5569
w 133,205 7172,28 417523 ,0846459 1549139
34 43#4281 2338#34 ► 44682 ► 450512 3,7423
35 109#685 5905#85 419127 ,108374 12#2267
36 125#98 6783,24 ,171421 10805199 19,0967
******;,*AVERAGE********
NO, NO,/ARCA MFPV MFPH L/A
171,518 9235#17 ,109376 ,0908912 16#5183
SD 126#814 6828#14 11,3362
SE 21#1357 1138,02 1,88936
68
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`	 TTt=DX1^	 OF ^^^^ =WEBL^°DAT
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DEFECTS IN 8%L%CDN(VERSION 3~8/1/79)
N. 250J-4°7~L2
OPERATOR JG MR9	 MAGNIF%CAT%ON=33%
^ UNITS= MICRONS
	 CALIBRATION FACTOR
	
(UNIT8/PP)=	 ^3607
' FRAME AREA= 300000	 QTM OUTPUT WAS DIVIDED BY I AND CORRECTED^ AVERAGE FEATURE AREA
	
(PP) = 27^36
FLD NO* NO../AREA MFPV MFPH L/A
^ 1 101^17 1 ^ 55521E-03 335°847 332^054 5"39784E-03
_
2 48^4649 7 " 45015E~04 685,498 653^442 2^53673E~03
'. 3 42 ^ 7632 6.57368E~04 733^13 724^297 2*26227E~03
' 4 32 ^ 6389 5^01734E~04 954^233 101342 1°79096E-03
.	
"4 5 194434 2 ° 92725E~04 1478^38 1490'5 1^14777E~036 25 ^ 402 3 ^ 90487E~04 1235427 1420^08 1^33075E~03
7 88,8012 4,42739E~04 1034^72 1030^57 1^77433E~03
8 19,1155 3^93848E~04 1568,26 1568^36 1"10341E~03
9 11 ^ 8056 1,81478E~04 2540°14 2732,58 6^82007E,-04
10 8,66228 1433159E-04 2774.62 3402"83 5^76857E~04
11 l0 ^ 4532 1 ^ 60690E~04 2282^91 1939#25 7 939O3E-04^ 
^ 13 7 ^ 89474 1 ^ 21360E-04 4098,86 3920^65 3,77045E~04
13 2 ° 11988 3 ^ 35874E~05 10608,8 12023^3 1°55354E~04
14 4 ^ 16667 6440511E-05 5465415 5465415 3^04963E~04
15 2.38608 3,48348E-05 8197,73 8197^73 3^57638E-04
16 2,37573 3 ° 65284E-05 1060818 949241 1^55254E-04
47 8 ^ 55263 1 ^ 31473E-04 269l.79 3757^39 4^51899E~04
********AVERAGE********
NO. NO,/AREA MFPV MFPH L/A
22,0997 3^39722E-04 1382,93 1396^15 1^34692E-03
SD 24,0954 3^704OAE~04 1^25934E-83
GE 5 ^ 84398 8.98352E-05 3^05436E-04
18 109 ^ 539 1 ° 68387E-03 280,919 299^088 5°99390E-03
19 69,9937 1.07595E-03 444^212 442^034 3°86471E~03
20 51 ^ 6813 7.94458E-04 658,212 844,107 3^58446E~03
21 27 ^ 3757 4 ^ 2O827E-04 1186,51 1178°76 1°38619E-03
22 18 ^ 348 2 ^ 820SOE-04 1768°14 1840^31 1.00083E~03
^ 23 21 ^ 3816 3 ^ 28683E-04 1443,8 1541^45 1"29748E~03
24 20 ^ 3947 3 ^ 13513E~04 1326^1 1408°98 1^197672-03
^. 25 29,2032 4.48920E-04 1030457 1001^94 1^74938E-03
26 14 ^ 3275 2 ^ 20246E-04 2228^54 2147^02 7.65179E-04
^ 27 6 ° 25	 9,60766E-05 4098^88 4194^19 4^07541E-04
28 9 ^ 64912 1 ^ 48329E~04 3164.03 3468^27 6^57056E-04
'
^
29 3 ^ 50877 5~39378E-05 7214 9017^5 2,57832E-04
30 4~56871 7.03315E-05 3920°65 5465^15 3°52093E-04
O~
^. .~
31 3,72807 5,73089E-05 4624,36 5009,72 3,5209aE-84
32 3^50877 5 ^ 39378E-05 6011^67 7514^58 3,52093[-04
33 3450877 5439378E-05 5152,86 4624436 2,82784E-04
.i` ********AVERAGE********
^ ^
-'
'
^ NO, /AREAD / V MFPH _
 /A
'. 23,414 3,59926E-04 1Q97,76 1324t33 1,32360E-03
SD 26o3264 4,04696E-04 1 ° 39O88E-03
' SE	 4 ^ 58284 7^04486E-05 2°42086E-04
' 34 96 ^ 4181 1 ^ 48216E-03 327,909 333°364 5^18159E~03
L 35 47 ^ 4415 7 ^ 29284E-04 648°741 626,215 2^631OOE-03
` 36 5148275 7,96706E-04 565,36 589^379 3.14943E-03
37 53 ^ 655 8.24798E-04 533.58 561^838 3.23260E-03
38 5340336 8^15247E-04 445^309 568.927 3,32964E-03
39
40
19 ^ 9927
1943348
3,07333E-04
2497230E-04
1528^39
1596,02
1490^5
1654,59
1,,10064E-03
1,12559E-0-:;
69
ORIGNAL PAS` 16
OF POOR QUALITY
41 12#6097 193839E-04 2470#55
42 22#5877 3#47224E-04 1270#07
43 17#617 270813E-04 1554,74
44 8,40643 1#29226E-04 4098#86
45 8,36988 1,28664E-04 3402 83
41$ 442456 7#41644E-05 5635494
47 6#25	 9#60766E-05 3837,23
48 3,8010 5#84326E-05 5465#15
49 2,37573 3#65204E-05 900,5
50 2#80743 4#43863E-05 7514458
********AVERAGE********
NO# NO,/AREA MFPV
24,0819 3#70193E-04 1236#8
Sri 2640289 4#00123E-04
SE 3,68104 5 ► 65859E-05
2817,97	 7#81813E-04
1345#9	 1#35570E-03
1541*45	 I0I1173E-03
3402183	 4,82395E-04
3920165	 4,93485E-04
5465415	 2#88322E-04
3005#83	 4,99030E-04
8197#73	 30*4866E-04
10608#8	 2#16246E-04
9492#1	 2#05157E-04
MFPH	 L/A
1276*9	 1#38436E-03
1#40161E-03
198217E-04
11
70
 TT^=DX1^HEMAi1,DAT
DEFECTS IN SIL%CON(VERS%DN 3~8/t/79)
ORIGINAL PAtiE
OF POOR QUALITY
r
^
	
` -
	 FLD
i
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
	
^	 i8
19
20
21
22
23
	
^	 24
25
No,
73^#797
167,754
172^717
54~6D77
97^63?7
222^391
98^9493
147.899
220,9O6
317°6O9
72,1A15
59,3478
88^55O?
15?,572
413,696
p8^0797
72^6O87
193^116
13O^036
1O1°558
73^6957
12O°616
23,7319
2J5,47i
119^l3
NO.
141^396
SD 87,0243
'	 t SE 17.4049
. 26 110.109
27 111,449
` 28 308,732
29 301,812
' 30 258^659
 ~m 31 214^339
^ 32 139^275
33 92^5725
/ 34 271.413
35 175,109
36 513.08
^ 37 196.52238 138^478
39 117°754
40 143^007
41 178°478
42 294^094
43 3?7,174
~^~ 44 M1812
'
.| 45 51 ^ 5942
JPL/HEM/4G~20/A-11
	 DISLOCST%ON DENSITY
OPERATOR IS JMS MAGNIPICATIDN=X800
UNITS= MN CALIBRATION FACTOR (UN%TG/PP)= 3^407OOE-04
FRAME AREA= 500000 QTM OUTPUT WAS DIVIDED BY I AND CORRECTED
AVERAGE FEATURE AREA (PP)= 27^6
NO./AREA MFPV
1259 ^ 16 ^579423
2890^4 1167833
2975 ^ 92 #199707
941 ^ 408 ^695306
1716 ° 76 ^343448
3831.81 ^137713
1704 ^ 9 ,268268
2548 ^ ,^ ^19934
3806,21 ^148647
547394 .0986964
1242 ° 31 ^437918
1022 ^ 56 .450661
1525 ^ 73 ^329497
2714 ^ 98 .185163
M7 ^ 98 ^0837745
1689°92 .330136
1251 ^ 05 ^371133
3327 ^ 39 41938
2240 ^ 53 ^225938
1749 ° 85 ^285343
1369 ^ 78 ^335996
2078 ^ 22 ^22444
408 ^ 901 °925815
4057,17 ^153468
2052.&2 ^233356
********AVERAGE********
NO,/AREA MFPV
2436 ^ 25 423113
1499.43
299^888
1897 ^ 18 .270827
1920,27 °245108
5319°46 .126372
5200 ^ 22 ^128566
4456°71 ^129053
3691,34 .148259
2399°72 ^195132
1595°03 ^275202
4676 ^ 45 ^108711
3017 ° 13 ,139403
8840 ^ 37 ^0711273
338647 .143998
2385498 ^184761
2028 ^ 9 4235942
2464 ^ 02 ^188839
3075 ^ 18 ,155855
5067 ^ 25 °0978461
6498 ^ 71 4092481
1553 ° 82 .310858
8884969 ^449472
MPP#
^599824
^165228
,212937
^788657
°338668
.134"14
^286303
^214@08
^148518
^09824%1
^448289
^447113
,328227
^204012
^O875385
^33403
^354896
^19785i
.22152i
°2752O2
,332715
'215633
1,00799
,153884
^241974
MFPM
.224653
,357716
°238203
,137379
.131646
^127794
.136389
^185163
^285822
^1O5O89
~1386A9
^0724277
°145598
.181416
.219241
^177O79
.148518
^0971763
°0931893
^304741
,416504
L/A
2^7#6i9
10^O969
8^A0998
2^24831
4^76079
120869
5^9Q767
8^00411
11^o8ol
16^8711
3°78926
3^68946
5.08659
G^4443G
1G^9169
4^rI8167
4,49663
8^20957
7°48459
6"00822
4^85765
7^69886
1'8696Q
1o,6898
6^877O2
L/A
7°39489
4^10924
^B21848
8,32542
6,93279
12^1896
12^4186
12^6827
11°637B
8'76431
5^93O18
15^2627
11°7523
32^8236
1i^%71l
9°09892
7^39947
9^15762
1006898
16°8154
17^5R44
5'42786
3.93895
71
46 69#60i5 1199#23 #371133 ,362447 4,57881
47 178#333 3072#69 #153745 #152917 10#7162
48 291#63 5024#8 o113718 *107953 14#8723
49 169#964
	 2928#48 #144732 #149692 11,0332
50 150	 2584#5 #179505 t176163 9#00206
NO, NO,/AREA MFPV MFPH L/A
169#563 2921457 #181362 #181212) 9105935
SE, 100,244 1735,82 4,54443
SE 14,2423 245,482 #642679
ORIGINAL PAGE
I-)F POOR QUALITY
\\
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